
Students at Roosevelt I.O.E.A. School listen Tuesday to presenters at an award ceremony
from the Wisconsin Wildlife Federation. ( B.C. Kowalski/Stevens Point Journal)

School wins award: Roosevelt I.D.E.A. School
earns water conservation honor
By B.C. Kowalski

Journal staff

PLOVER -- For five years, about 140 fourth-grade students have gotten a lesson about rivers and conservation
on the Little Plover River. On Tuesday, they also got a little recognition.

The Wisconsin Wildlife Federation recognized the Roosevelt I.D.E.A. School for its role in The Friends of the
Little Plover River, receiving the Outstanding Water Conservation Organization of the Year award at the
school. The federation held a similar event at Plover-Whiting Elementary School on Monday.

The award recognized the school's involvement in the Friends of the Little Plover River Appreciation Day,
held every May.

The event brings fourth-graders from the two schools to the Little Plover River for an afternoon of workshops
related to water conservation and recreation. Students learn things such as fly tying and casting, what types of
fish are found in the river and how the water cycle works.

About 700 students have gone through the program so far, Friends of the Little Plover River Vice President
Barb Gifford said. The group is aiming for 1,000 by 2013.

Gifford said the river is unique because no tributaries flow to it and it's supported only by groundwater.
Several sections of the river went dry in 2005, and many fish were killed as a result. The Friends of the Little

Plover River formed in response to find a way to restore water flow levels to the river.
Jerry Knuth, former president of the WWF, said the Little Plover River is the most studied river in the United

States.
Knuth said the issue not only has been a lesson in conservation, but in civics, as well.
"I hope we turn the corner on this issue to the point where you folks don't inherit the problem," Knuth said to

students assembled in the school's gym.


